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Introduction


SIEM Requirements have evolved over the last 5 years.



Event log management / security information event management (SIEM) is considered an IT best
practice, and for regulated industries, an audit compliance requisite.



The challenge is how to consistently aggregate, decipher and normalize non-standard log formats;
manage massive volumes of event log data for real-time and historic analysis; correlate and consolidate
complex event log data to yield actionable intelligence; and maximize event log value to support IT
service reliability.



Cisco MARS, formerly Protego Networks was one of the first created tools to help meet these
objectives, back in 2002.



Now that Cisco has announced the end of life for MARS, in looking for a replacement, you need to
ensure that your replacement product has evolved beyond what MARS offered.
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Why AccelOps


AccelOps founders created the original MARS, before its was acquired by Cisco in 2005.



AccelOps has gone beyond SIEM, and defined the new standard for Security Information Event
Management, with enhanced features and a scalable architecture.



The AccelOps solution, collects logs generated by your Cisco network and security devices, and all the
major network vendors. New device support can be added easily using XML files.



It provides a single solution for real time and long term log analysis. Logs are processed in real time,
categorized, correlated and stored, for online retrieval.



The AccelOps solution processes all the logs through its Rule Engine, which will alert upon suspicious
patterns of behavior.



Built-in compliance reports and monitoring for PCI, CoBIT, SOX, HIPAA.



AccelOps comes pre-populated with multiple security dashboards, and users can create multiple custom
dashboards for their own specific needs.



AccelOps not only offers a complete SIEM/Compliance solution, it also provides the next logical
evolution - a plug-and-play, scalable solution that gives IT managers a single pane of glass into their IT
environment.



Let’s review 10 reasons why AccelOps is a great replacement for your MARS Installation.
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10 Reasons to Look at AccelOps
Why you should put AccelOps on your evaluation list, to replace Cisco MARS.

1. Clustered Virtual Appliance Based Architecture
2. Rich XML-based Event Parsing and Rapid Deployment for your Log Sources
3. Powerful Rules Engine Including IPS Vulnerability Map
4. Business Service Based Incident Prioritization
5. Dynamic User Identity and Location
6. Flexible Reporting and Customizable Dashboards
7. Fine-grained Role Based Access Control
8. Enhanced Incident Management
9. Adobe Flex based Web 2.0 GUI including L2/L3 Topology Maps
10. Rich Context for Security Analysis
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Virtual Appliance

Virtualized
Scale Out
Architecture
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Virtualized Scale Out Architecture


Typical MARS Scenarios



I want to expand my installation, I have to wait X days for a box to
arrive.



I need a HW replacement for a failed disk.



I need to archive, I have run out of disk space!



Searches are too slow.

The AccelOps Virtual Appliance (VA) combines the best of hardware
appliance and software









Turnkey implementation and usability of a hardware appliance



Deployment and expansion flexibility of software



Easy to add storage



Cost savings: use standardized Data Center hardware, pay for use

Clustered VA architecture for availability and scale


Failover via VMware supported methods: DRS, vMotion



Centralized External Storage



Instant scalability: spin more Virtual Appliances

AccelOps innovative data management architecture


Structured data in relational database (PostgreSQL)



Event data in flat files with innovative indexing and compression



All possible attributes and all keywords are indexed



Patented distributed processing for event collection, queries, rules
and reports



Unlimited, online data store –single solution for real time and
historical log analysis
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Rapid Deployment

Rich
Integration of
Log Sources
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Rich Integration via XML, Auto Recognition and Discovery




Typical MARS Issues


Not many event attributes are parsed




Adding event attributes or modifying parsers require engineering



Log sources have to be defined one at a time

Users are not discovered

AccelOps provides both flexibility and performance in event parsing


Over 300 parsed attributes



All log parsers are written in XML-based scripting language – simply modify the XML to enhance
parsing or add your own



Patented XML compilation technology – no loss of performance compared to custom code



AccelOps has auto log discovery - simply point your logs or Netflow to AccelOps and we will
automatically recognize the device, and start processing.



AccelOps discovers complete multi-vendor IT infrastructure - networks, servers, storage and
users – in an agent-less fashion





Smart scan – iteratively learn about live devices – much faster than traditional methods



Range scan – attempt to discover all devices in a range



Discover installed and running software, hardware, components, asset information

Intelligently categorize the log source and a discovered device into functional network device
groups, server groups, storage devices, infrastructure applications and user applications


Identify physical versus virtual servers



Identify relationships – WLAN Controllers to Access Points, ESX Servers to VMs, …



Discover users from Windows Active Directory
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Built-in Intelligence

Powerful
Analytics with
Built-in Rules
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Advanced Rule Framework


AccelOps can detect network services and profile network traffic from network flows and firewall logs.
An advanced analytics engine detects patterns in data over a rolling time window taking into account
very complex patterns. This includes combined patterns of network, system, application and user
activity. The built-in analytics engine can be easily extended using XML-based definitions.



AccelOps contains more than 200 built-in rules that cover scenarios such as:


Host scans, port scans, fixed-port host scans, denied scans and other traffic anomalies from firewall and Netflow logs



Network device and server logon anomalies



Network access anomalies from VPN, domain controller and wireless logons



Web server and database access anomalies



Rogue workstations, PDAs, WLAN APs, etc. from DHCP logs



Account lockouts, password scans and unusual failed logon patterns



Botnets, mail viruses, worms, DDOS and other day zero malware from DNS, DHCP, web proxy logs and flow traffic
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Advanced Rule Framework


The analytics engine patterns are comprehensive and allow for complete Boolean operators and nested
sub-pattern rules:


Sub-patterns connected in the time dimension by operators such as AND, OR, FOLLOWED_BY, AND_NOT,
NOT_FOLLOWED_BY



Each sub-pattern can apply condition operators such as =, !=, BETWEEN, IN, NOT IN, IS, IS NOT, etc



Each sub-pattern can filter and apply aggregation operators such as AVG, MAX, MIN, COUNT, and COUNT DISTINCT



The thresholds can be static or statistically derived from automatically profiled data
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Advanced Rule Framework


Beyond MARS and typical SIEMs, sub-pattern relationships can be defined.



Such as: the Source IP in one pattern = Another Attribute in another sub-pattern



Rules can reference other Rules
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Advanced Rule Framework


Since AccelOps has its own CMDB, we can reference this within the rules, analytics and reporting
engines.



No more Mass Mailing Worm Incident as in MARS! AccelOps already knows the Mail Servers on the
network.
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IPS Vulnerability Map


One of the biggest drawbacks with MARS, was the number of incidents generated by IPS Devices, and
the amount of tuning required to reduce this.



AccelOps can discover the patch levels of your Windows Servers, and it has a pre-populated IPS
Vulnerability MAP, so when IPS Alerts arrive, the system can automatically determine, whether it’s a
false positive or not.



AccelOps lets you focus on the real security issues on the network.
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Service Prioritization

Business
Service Based
Prioritization
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Business Service Based Prioritization


Typical MARS Issues






Too many incidents!
Don’t know how to prioritize one incident over another.

AccelOps business service based approach goes beyond
traditional SIEM asset prioritization



Define a business service including IT infrastructure
components – servers, applications, intermediate network
devices



Incidents link to affected business services



User can prioritize incidents by critical business services



To add devices to a business service, simply add the device
or application to the business service folder



Wizard to create business services based on discovered
device information and network topology



Business service dashboard – single pane of glass for all
aspects of a business service – quickly identify if critical
business processes are performing well



Business service health with incidents
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Who, What, Why, When

Identity and
Location
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Dynamic User Identity and Location



Beyond MARS: Tracking User Identity in SIEM 2.0

Unique identity/location-to-event binding technology, AccelOps automatically associates IP
addresses to Identity: machine names, MAC addresses, logged-on users, directory objects and
Location: nearest Ethernet switch, VPN Gateway or WLAN Access Point and VLAN id


Combines Domain Controller authentication logs, DHCP logs, VPN logs, WLAN logs and AccelOps discovery



Detect changes of IP to identity or location association



Identity added to logs as meta-information



In-memory database



Complete who and where details are maintained as action records, irrespective of the use of shared
credentials, including the network the user has connected to and by what method
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Advanced Reporting

Flexible
Reporting and
Dashboards
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Advanced Analytics


AccelOps features intuitive real-time and historical search features supporting free-form text-based
and structured search on parsed attribute values to display the real-time frequency of incidents and raw
events. It also displays the intensity of the events matching the query in a trend graph in real time.



You can drill down into each of the events or show more fields in the display area in real time. All the
fields in the real-time events are automatically parsed by AccelOps using a flexible XML-encoded event
handling technology. Additional information about any IP, User or MAC address is just one click away.
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Advanced Analytics


AccelOps includes the best of both worlds, searches can also be structured, referencing the built-in
CMDB.



The power of AccelOps comes from its
unlimited number of attributes.



No longer are you restricted to the 5-tuple,
in MARS.



For example this Palo Alto Log, has been
indexed into over 41 attributes, that can be
referenced in Rules, Analytics, Reports and
Dashboards.



Support for new devices, can be added
easily without a Software Upgrade.
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Reporting


Comprehensive, categorized reporting, over 1000 included reports, already defined for specific job
functions. No need to reinvent the wheel to report on compliance issues.



Control access to individual reports, and define data conditions for reporting personnel.



Schedule, email, store report results on box, for complete flexibility.
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Dashboards


AccelOps also features fully customizable dashboards across change and security dimensions
including TopN information on various metrics along with the system itself.



The solution contains more than 400 customizable widgets that can be incorporated into any
dashboard.
Each widget can be further customized to provide
aggregate, trending, or tabular views.




You can adjust the layout by easily selecting from several
options and choose from charting displays such as time
series trending, pie, column, or spark line charts.
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Dashboards


Any search/report template can be added to the dashboard, in the form of a widget. You can completely
customize your own display, for your purposes.



Each and every user on the system, can also have their own user-defined dashboards.



And every widget, can easily be changed back into a
search, to drill down into the information, for incident
investigation



Plus the ability to store and reference Netflow Data.
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Granular RBAC

Role Based
Access
Control
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Role Based Access Control


AccelOps provides customizable fine-grained Role Base Access Control (RBAC) enabling the
application to be effectively used by a diverse set of users with different functional roles in a large
enterprise or service provider.



Roles define two aspects: (1) what data a user can see, in analytics, reports and dashboards, (2) which
components of the AccelOps GUI, a user can see and the associated Read/Write/Execute permissions."



For example, Server Admins cannot see network devices, Tier 1 Network Admins, cannot see device
configurations, etc.
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Advanced Incident Sorting

Incident
Management
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Incident Management


In your MARS Incident View how many incidents are really the same one firing over and over again, over many
pages?

AccelOps introduces next generation incident Management
Create exceptions, and edit the Rule with a single click.

Incidents with the same conditions, appear once, and are 
grouped by count.




Incidents can be trended, filtered, cleared and customized
for your particular view.
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Easy to see triggering events, that could be syslogs, SNMP
traps, WMI pulled information, Flow data or even device
configurations.
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Multiple Incident Views


Fishbone view - network by network segment view 



Topology View of Incidents
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Calendar view - daily or weekly summary of incidents



Trend View
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User Interface

Flex based
Web 2.0 GUI
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Flex based Web 2.0 User Interface


User Interface built on Adobe Flex based GUI



Engaging user experience similar to a client
application



Anytime, anywhere access via a standard Web
Browser

Main Features:



Interactive Topology



Customizable dashboards



Instant search on any data



Flexible and easy drill down



Powerful visualization
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Greg Shipley from Network Computing calls AccelOps’
“Flash based GUI is polished, responsive, makes
good use of data visualization tools, and is
downright slick compared with the “ho-hum”
interface found in many legacy SIEM products”
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Detailed Topology Mapping


In MARS, the topology was static, sometimes impossible to view!



AccelOps generates up-to-date layer 2 and 3 network topology maps with interactive alerts, service
overlays, filters and drill-through details. And it’s completely interactive!

Layer 3 Network Topology
The fully connected network topology can show network
nodes such as:
•Firewall and VPN gateways
•Routers and switches
•WLAN controllers and WLAN APs
•Network IPs
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Layer 2 and Logical Topology
The AccelOps visualization engine can also show
layer 2 connectivity between hosts and switches and
also the logical connection such as OSPF/BGP etc
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Topology Mapping


Incident details, filterable by severity can be overlaid on the Topology Maps



Items can be moved around, expanded or collapsed, and it’s complete flexibility

Incident Notification Overlay
The visualization engine automatically keeps
track of these incidents and overlays them
on the main graph nodes so that the user
can get a rapid visual cue of network issues
at any time.
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Search on Node Name, IP Address
AccelOps allows the user to find any network resource in
the topology directly by doing a smart search on the
topology. The user can enter the device name or IP
address and the topology engine will highlight the
devices which contain the name or IP.
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Security Analysis

Rich Context
for Security
Analysis
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Rich Context for Security Analysis
Ok - I have a security incident. Most SIEM tools do not provide broad context
for this incident



Server context:

What applications are running on the server?





When was the server patched? Who patched it?



Were there any configuration changes?



Did the resource utilization pattern (CPU, memory, disk I/O) change?




If it is a web server, did the web request latency increase?



What are the affected business services?

Did the communication pattern change?

Client context:





What is the host name? Who is the user?



Where is the user coming from? Wired? Wireless? VPN?



Internet IP: Where is it coming from? Is it blacklisted?

Network device context:






Were there any configuration changes?
Did the resource utilization pattern (CPU, memory, interface
utilization/errors) change?

AccelOps provides the above information via integrated



End-to-end discovery



System/Application Performance Monitoring



Change management



User identity and location



Who-is, xxx Blacklist integration
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Speak to us regarding
our new Cisco MARS
Upgrade Program

sales@accelops.net
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